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Overview 

Project: Darul Uloom, Preston 

Project ID: P0013 

Organisation: Darul Uloom, Preston 

Aim: Jamea has purchased a property in Preston for the benefit of the Muslim community. 

It will cater for boys over the age of 11, and will provide secular and Islamic education with 

boarding facilities. 

The property was purchased for approximately £1M through Qarza e Hasana [interest free 

loan from Muslims] and £600,000 has been spent on bringing the property upto a decent, 

regulated standard [also through Qarza e Hasana]. Approximately £400,000 has been 

repaid, and the remainder is still outstanding. The organisation has requested everyone to 

make dua for successful completion of this project and for everyone to donate as much as 

they can. 

The land and building have been divided into one thousand plots of a thousand pounds 

each. Sawaab Seekers has committed to collecting the funds for one of these plots, so 

please donate generously to attain great reward. 

 

Sadqa E Jariyah 

The rewards associated with donating money towards the purchase of an Islamic institute 

are endless. But to mention a few, you will get reward for; 

 children learning Quran, Hadith, Fiqh, 

 children learning manners and etiquettes, and implementing them throughout their 

lives, 

 every student that learns something, and then more reward for practicing upon it, 

 every second the student spends in the academy learning, 

 if one of the aalims, goes on to teach himself...then everything he teaches his 

students, and they learn/practice it in their daily lives, you will get that reward. 

 anyone who gets inspired from something taught in the classes and takes it 

elsewhere. 
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Further Information 
 

Jamea Al-Kauthar 

Phone - 01524 38 95 95 

Email  - admin@jamea.co.uk 

Payments Made To Date 
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